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Abstracts

The Hyperloop Technology Market size is estimated at USD 1.30 billion in 2024, and is

expected to reach USD 11.52 billion by 2029, growing at a CAGR of 40.45% during the

forecast period (2024-2029).

The hyperloop technology market is a revolutionary segment within the transportation

industry, aiming to redefine travel by offering high-speed, energy-efficient modes of

transportation in a near-vacuum tube. Spearheaded by companies like Virgin Hyperloop

and SpaceX, this innovative mode of transport has gained significant attention for its

potential to revolutionize long-distance travel. With projected speeds surpassing 600

mph (966 km/h), hyperloop technology promises to dramatically reduce travel times

between cities, potentially transforming the way people commute.

One of the primary drivers of the hyperloop market's growth is its emphasis on energy

efficiency. Hyperloop systems are envisioned to be highly energy-efficient, operating

with renewable energy sources such as solar power and regenerative braking,

minimizing their carbon footprint compared to traditional modes of transportation. This

eco-friendly aspect appeals to governments and environmentalists seeking sustainable

transportation solutions.

Investment in hyperloop technology continues to grow, with public and private entities

funding R&D efforts. As the technology advances and prototypes are tested, the market

is poised for growth and eventual commercialization, offering a glimpse into the future of

high-speed, sustainable transportation that could transform how people commute long

distances. However, full-scale implementation and widespread adoption will depend on

overcoming regulatory, technical, and financial challenges in the coming years.
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Aisa-Pacific is expected to have a high potential for witnessing hyperloop integration

over the forecast period, which can be due to rising investments and government

inclination toward the concept of hyperloop.

Hyperloop Technology Market Trends

Passenger Carrier Type to Remain the Efficient Mode of Transportation

The demand for high-speed railway networks is quickly increasing worldwide, attributed

to increased passenger concerns regarding travel duration and increased comfort

during the journey. In addition, with the inception of hyperloop, several consumer

segment challenges would become much easier during the longer-term perspective.

Hyperloop is a concept for high-speed, fixed-guideway, intercity surface transportation,

using capsule-like vehicles operating in sealed partial-vacuum tubes. Though hyperloop

is nascent, investors, technology-developing companies, and governments worldwide

are taking great interest in this technology. As the hyperloop's proposed speeds

(maximum 720-760 mph and average of 600 mph) would indeed be faster than any

other mode of transportation with no carbon emissions, if feasible, it would solve many

problems associated with congestion and pollution across the world.

As a result, governments of developed and developing countries are testing the

hyperloop transport technology in their countries and have also started building the

tracks.

Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (HTT), a company currently developing

hyperloop technology, has started building its first full-scale transportation system in

Toulouse, France. The company aims to develop a high-speed intercity transporter

using a low-pressure tube train that travels in a vacuum at a speed of about 760 miles

per hour.

Different European projects related to the hyperloop have received funding from the

European Commission. For instance, the Commission has funded Eureka Eurostars

projects to deploy hyperloop side technologies in port applications.

The United Kingdom shows tremendous potential for the implementation of a hyperloop

system, as the country's current transportation systems are operating beyond capacity.

This is because London is a congested city, with over one million people traveling
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across central London each working day, increasing its daytime population six times.

Hyperloop is an entirely new system that runs on neither roads nor rails, and it may

present novel issues related to the Federal role in ensuring safe operation. Due to this

move, companies are investing more time and money in the safety features of transport.

With increasing support from the government, companies are collaborating to

standardize the hyperloop. One such example is the European Hyperloop Program

initiated by Hardt. Its objective is to collaborate with hyperloop companies and co-

developing partners in a common standardization roadmap, to bring down the costs of

hyperloop through R&D, and to test and display the developed technologies to allow its

commercialization.

Considering these factors and rising concerns about energy-efficient transportation, the

demand for hyperloop technology is expected to grow during the forecast period.

Asia-Pacific is Expected to Lead the Hyperloop Technology Market

Asia-Pacific is likely to lead the hyperloop technology market globally. According to

Hyperloop Technologies and Hyperloop Transportation Technologies, the first

hyperloop will be built outside the United States. Two competitors have chosen the

United Kingdom, Singapore-Kuala Lumpur, or the Middle East as their possible sites for

the hyperloop due to supportive government initiatives and minimal bureaucracy.

According to a report by the South China Morning Post, China is projected to inaugurate

its hyperloop or ultra-high-speed pipeline maglev system by 2035. The system

comprises a 150-km-long vacuum tunnel, envisioned to facilitate maglev trains reaching

speeds of up to 1,000 km per hour.

Numerous major cities have been under consideration for this monumental project, with

initial indications pointing toward the construction of the first hyperloop train line

connecting Shanghai and Hangzhou. By building on its existing leadership in high-

speed rail technology, China's strategic investment in hyperloop technology is poised to

fortify its standing as a global pioneer in transportation innovation. This forward-thinking

approach aligns with China's commitment to advancing transportation infrastructure and

positions the country at the forefront of revolutionizing future travel experiences.

In October 2022, China successfully tested its first hyperloop project, which is a full-
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scale and full-process integrated test. This came after China's maglev train, which ran

at the speed of 80 miles per hour. The test was carried out at the 2 km long Datong line,

specifically constructed for testing in North China's Shanxi province. After the

preliminary test was successful, the laboratory announced its plans to start building a

full-scale test track that will be 60 km long and will be completed in three sections. In

addition, the full-scale track will be completely enabled for train testing at rates of 621

miles per hour.

India has also posed a significant stance on the adoption of the hyperloop. The Indian

government is also taking significant steps to construct a hyperloop in the country to

reduce travel time and provide traveling comfort to the citizens. For instance,

Maharashtra declared hyperloop a public infrastructure project in 2019, paving the way

for the Mumbai-Pune route proposal.

Indian Railways partnered with IIT Madras on research and development, validating

various functional technologies.

In November 2022, NITI Ayog announced the closure of the finalized report, which was

made to run a thorough feasibility analysis of the technology and commercialization of

hyperloop technology in India. Under this hyperloop technology, the government will

construct a highspeed sealed tube with a pod that will experience minimal air resistance

and can travel at a speed of 1,200 km per hour.

DWG Hyperloop, an Indian company, envisions connecting major cities like Delhi,

Mumbai, and Bangalore with hyperloop networks.

Considering such developments, the demand for hyperloop technology in Asia-Pacific is

expected to witness a high growth rate over the forecast period.

Hyperloop Technology Industry Overview

Some of the potential key players in the global hyperloop technology market are

Hyperloop Transportation Technologies, Space Exploration Technologies Corp., and

TransPod Inc. The market is highly driven by factors like partnerships with startups, land

availability, and governments' interest across the world.
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In January 2024, ArcelorMittal declared a partnership with the Indian Institute of

Technology Madras (IIT Madras) to foster hyperloop advancements, signifying a

substantial stride toward enhancing rapid transportation solutions in India and Asia. This

collaboration engages two divisions within IIT Madras: Avishkar Hyperloop and TuTr

Hyperloop, a startup nurtured within the institute.

In December 2022, Tata Steel and TuTr Hyperloop signed an agreement to

collaboratively engage in advancing and implementing hyperloop technology. The

research will specifically target pivotal aspects such as design intricacies and the

selection of suitable materials. The joint effort aims to craft, refine, and expand the

technology's capabilities to prepare it for market deployment. The initial phase of the

project will occur on a 50-meter experimental track located at IIT Madras. The

subsequent stages, Phase II and III, will be dedicated to accomplishing a 10-kilometer

track and will involve a consortium of additional industry partners from sectors such as

automotive, construction, and engineering.

In March 2022, UK-based Broughton Capital Group, in cooperation with China-East

Resources Import & Export Co., agreed in principle to provide a combined USD 550

million finance and Master EPC arrangement, respectively, to accelerate the

development of a TransPod Line between Edmonton and Calgary.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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